
S1 Wk 7 Bees Thursday 27.5.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English

write an opening using a
traditional tale beginning
sentence and powerful
verbs, adjectives and similes
to describe the characters

Use smart notebook.  Look closely at the opening for the Egyptian
Cinderella and identify the beginning traditional opener sentence,
powerful verbs, adjectives and similes.  From last weeks plan, write an
opening to your own story version replacing the original features with
your own.

example text
Smart notebook Egyptian Cinderella
Own plan

opener

Maths LO to tell the time to the
hour and half past, quarter
to and past, five minutes,
exact minute and draw the
hands on a clock face

Use the appropriate ‘Diving into Mastery’ sheets depending on where you are,
e.g. telling time to the O’clock, half past, quarter to and past, 5 mins, exact
minute

Diving into mastery sheets

Art to paint clay canopic jars Paint canopic jars from design sheet. Notebook
Canopic jar design sheet
paint and brushes

canopic jar

Friday 28.5.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English

to write the build up
describing the character's
personality and writing
dialogue using correct
speech punctuation

Use smart notebook.  Look closely at the original text build up section and
identify the description of the character’s personality. Write own build up using
correct speech punctuation and showing the character’s personality.

Smart notebook Egyptian Cinderella
Own plan

Maths LO to tell the time to the
hour and half past, quarter
to and past, five minutes,
exact minute and draw the
hands on a clock face

Use the appropriate ‘Diving into Mastery’ sheets depending on where you are,
e.g. telling time to the O’clock, half past, quarter to and past, 5 mins, exact
minute

Diving into mastery sheets

History LO to know the meanings of
some of the hieroglyphic
pictures and symbols and
use the chart to write their
name

Follow smart notebook to discover the Rosetta Stone. Watch video clip explaining where and how
found.  Use hieroglyphic chart to write own name on cartouche outline.  Write secret messages
using chart.

Egyptians smart notebook
cartouche outline
hieroglyphics chart

hieroglyphics
cartouche


